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Over the weekend France held the first round of its two-round presidential
election, with the latest poll projections saying that the incumbent Emmanuel
Macron obtained about 28% of the vote and the far-right Marine Le Pen got
roughly 23%. Over the weekend attention still remained on Russia's invasion of
Ukraine, as EU foreign ministers gather in Luxembourg today to discuss the
bloc's response to a missile attack on a railway station in eastern Ukraine's
Kramatorsk.
Taking a look at the regular data points: following the UK GDP reading this
morning (0.1% m/m for Feb vs 0.2% forecasts), the rest of Monday is set to be
relatively quiet. Tuesday will be busier with leading economic sentiment figures
from Germany and the Eurozone in the morning, and US CPI inflation result in
the afternoon (expected at 8.5% y/y). In the early hours of Wednesday morning
the Reserve Bank of New Zealand will make its latest rate decision (expected to
hike by 25bp to 1.25%), which will be followed that morning by the UK CPI
inflation figure, forecast at 6.7% y/y. The Bank of Canada is also due to make a
rate statement on Wednesday, forecast to increase rates by 50bp to 1.00%.
The third and key central bank release of the week comes from the ECB at
12:45pm on Thursday. Analysts expect the ECB to stick to its current plan of
ending bond purchases in the third quarter, while still keeping its options open
and acknowledging the uncertainty from the ongoing war in Ukraine.
US Retail Sales for March will also be released on Thursday, followed by what will
be a quiet Friday with many European stock markets closed for Good Friday.
A big theme for equity markets this week and over the coming month or so will
be the Q1 earnings season. Wednesday will see releases come from JP Morgan,
BlackRock, Delta Airlines, and some smaller names. On Thursday we will get
results from CitiGroup, Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo, Morgan Stanley,
UnitedHealth Group, and Ericsson.

The Week Ahead

Irish Construction Activity
This morning's Irish Construction PMI reading from BNP Paribas Real Estate
shows that activity, new orders, and employment in the industry all rose at
slower rates in March, while business confidence fell sharply. The PMI reading
dropped to 53.9 last month, still in expansionary territory, although down from
the previous month's 58.4. "This was the lowest level of order book growth in 12
months, and the March reading may be flattered by advance orders from clients
seeking to get ahead of inflation and secure scarce materials." said John
McCartney, Director and Head of Research at BNP Paribas Real Estate Ireland.

12/04/2022 - US CPI inflation
13/04/2022 - UK CPI inflation
13/04/2022 - Q1 Earnings Season begins
14/04/2022 - ECB Rate Decision

Equities: Stocks are about 0.5% lower on the continent this morning,
after a weaker Asian session to kick off the week overnight. France's
CAC40 equity index is however the outlier, up 0.25% after Macron's
victory in the nation's first-round election vote yesterday. European
equities may see heightened volatility on Thursday should the ECB
change its rhetoric on inflation and the possibility of rate hikes during
H2 of this year.
The VIX is slightly higher to $22.70 on Monday morning, as futures in
the States follow Europe lower. Equity investors, especially in the US,
will focus on the beginning of the corporate earnings season this
week.

Fixed income: Bonds continue to sell off across the globe on the back of
high inflation expectations, causing yields to spike higher. Europe's
benchmark German 10yr is this morning yielding 0.77% for the first time in
over four years as the bond itself sits at a major support area. If this
support is breached the next target for yields in the region could be 1.00%.
French bonds are expected to display volatility and some anxiety in the
run-up to the second round of the election in just under two weeks' time.
French 10yr currently at 1.26%.

Commodities: Precious metals are on the rise this morning, gold currently
0.70% stronger on the session to $1,959 and trading at the upper end of
its relatively tight range of the past few weeks. Similarly, silver is rallying
today and making up some lost ground from recent weeks, now at $25.20.
Oil markets are underperforming as China's Covid outbreak drives more
concerns around energy demand. Brent Crude and WTI Crude oil are both
over 2% lower on Monday, to $100.50 and $95.92 respectively.
Commodity traders' main focus will of course remain on Russia-Ukraine
developments this week.

Currencies: EUR/USD is seeing some relief today, up 0.4% to 1.091,
having sold off again last week. 
The common currency has suffered lately amid the conflict in Ukraine
that shows no signs of stopping, a more hawkish Fed than ECB as
evidenced by the central banks' minutes, and concerns around the
French presidential election.
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